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To succeed, Toyota’s new Camry can’t simply be the
best car it has built in Australia. It must be a...

World beater
By NEIL McDONALD

AS HOLDEN’S VE Commodore juggernaut
continued this week, Toyota launched its sixthgeneration Camry – a car that is no less signiﬁcant
in determining the future of Australian vehicle
manufacturing.
Arguably the most important car Toyota
Australia has ever built, the medium-sized sedan
will play the lead role in the company’s intriguing
new medium-four and large-six (Aurion)
strategy in Australia.
But, more than that, it must be the
world’s best Camry.
As well as being built at Altona in
Victoria, this new-generation Camry is
built in ﬁve other locations abroad: China,
the United States, Taiwan, Japan and Thailand.
Unlike other Aussie manufacturers, Toyota
Australia must face the increasingly demanding
prospect of earning the right to build its future
cars against internal global competition. It won

NEW CAMRY: PRICING
Now

Was

Altise

Model

$28,000

$27,650

+1.3%

Change

Altise (a)

$29,500

$29,150

+1.2%

Ateva

$33,000

$32,900

+0.3%

Sportivo

$33,000

$31,650

+4.3%

Sportivo (a)

$34,500

$32,650

+5.7%

Grande

$39,900

New

n/a

the right to build the new Camry on the basis of its
ability to meet tough costs and to deliver targets.
To ensure this, Toyota Australia has invested
$450 million to install the more efﬁcient “global
body line” which apart from Camry will allow the
assembly of the Aurion V6 – and possibly a third
vehicle – on the same production line.
It is the only Camry production facility that
will build two distinct cars down the same line.
Both cars will be key export earners, with
Toyota tipping 80,000 Camry-Aurion
exports within two years. The bulk of
these, though, will be Camry.
While the global cars are virtually
interchangeable, Toyota Australia is in a
strong position after having won the right
to play a major role in this car’s development. It
has had signiﬁcant input over the past four years.
Toyota Australia chairman John Conomos
summed it up best: “Our investment in the
Australian operations and the place Australia now
holds in global determination has increased our
position exponentially.
“The relatively new $34 million investment in
TTCAu (Toyota Technical Centre Asia-Paciﬁc)
in Melbourne is a major statement in conﬁdence,
in our capability in offering engineering services
that achieve world’s best practice.
“This gives us great potential for the future
development of our product in this country.”
That means Toyota Australia is well placed to
build the next-generation Camrys beyond 2011.
And Mr Conomos foresees a growing global role
for TTCAu.
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Last month Toyota Australia’s vehicle
engineering and evaluation department was
folded into TTCAu to provide closer continuity
of change in the global network.
“The things we want for our future cars will
be actioned more smoothly and our ability to
inﬂuence global outcomes now will become even
greater,” Mr Conomos said.
According to chief designer Paul Beranger,
Australia voiced input into the new car even
before the ﬁrst clay model was sculptured.
Australia developed its Camry concurrently
with the rest of the world, but two areas stand out
where Aussie ingenuity was adopted throughout
the rest of the Toyota world. Toyota Australia
had originally wanted the rear heater ducts
placed under the front seats – Japan eventually
capitulated – and when the other ﬁve plants found
out about it, they wanted it also.
A similar story goes for the Australiandeveloped suspension. Thailand, New Zealand,
the Middle East and even the United States
– which is traditionally a softer-riding market
– have all opted for Aussie-spec suspension.
In Australia, Toyota believes its Camry has the
goods to tackle offerings from Mazda, Honda and
Subaru. But the Camry is more than a local star in
the Toyota galaxy. It must go beyond tomorrow.
MORE REPORTS INSIDE
LITHE-WIRE BRERA
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- page 7
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CAMRY

THE MESSAGE...

Medium
well done
By NEIL McDONALD

TOYOTA’s new medium-sized Camry is being
launched into a market segment that “within
have been the pinnacle symbol of success in the
a blink of an eye” has become a signiﬁcant company garage (the Holden Statesman and Ford
battleground for private buyers.
Fairlane) are in decline.
According to Toyota Australia’s senior
“In the past six years, sales of two locally
executive director of sales and marketing David
manufactured long-wheelbase models have
Buttner, private buyers now buy more medium diminished – 49 per cent for one (Fairlane) and
than large cars and have accelerated the slowing
34 per cent for the other.”
of the large-car segment, which Toyota will reMr Buttner said the beneﬁciaries had been
enter with the new Aurion V6 later this year.
the medium-sized cars in the prestige and sub“The turnaround occurred just last year,” he
prestige markets. “Most of them imports,” he
said. “In 2004 private sales in the large segment
said. “In fact, in the same few years, demand for
totalled just under 44,000, while private sales in prestige cars has increased better than 37 per cent.
the far smaller medium segment totalled
And demand for Camry? Well it’s up 25
35,500. Then last year they switched.
per cent.
“Large-car private sales dropped to
“Toyota
knows
where
the
34,000 and medium private sales soared
competition is coming from and it’s not
to above 42,000.”
from traditional sources.”
Mr Buttner said the trend had
Mr Buttner also believed Toyota’s
accelerated this year, with medium
two-tier strategy of offering the Camry
private sales running 28.7 per cent ahead
four-cylinder only and the new Aurion
of large private sales.
six-cylinder had gained currency as fuel
“While the large-car market is still David Buttner prices bite.
exceptionally important, it’s volume among ﬂeets
The Aurion, like Holden’s VE Commodore,
and governments that keeps the locals viable,” he will produce a stimulus to the market but not
said. “It’s worth noting that in 2005 governments enough to lift the large-six segment to its previous
bought 39.9 per cent more medium cars, albeit off a high levels of penetration, he said.
low base and still in relatively low volumes.”
Mr Buttner believed the new Camry would
However, Mr Buttner believed a range of
not only attract a younger type of buyer but
factors – not simply rising fuel prices – were
aspirational buyers too.
driving buyers to downsize vehicles.
“Both are an answer to the high-grade models
“With the advent of novated leases and salary of their competitors,” he said. “Over the past ﬁve
sacriﬁces, fewer company cars are following the years the volume of entry-level cars has remained
traditional linear path to prestige motoring,” he
constant.
said. “In fact, the two vehicles that historically
“The sports and luxury segments of the

Ateva
medium-car market have grown markedly. We’ve
see our competitors exploiting the rising demand
at this end and now it’s our turn.”
He expected the Sportivo and new Grande
luxury model to eventually account for more than
25 per cent of sales “and arguably that could be
incremental”.
Based on current sales, Toyota expects the
entry Altise to make up 64 per cent of volumes,
the Altera 10 per cent, Sportivo 17 per cent and
the new Grande just nine per cent.
And the Camry’s old cardigan image?
“We’ve cast off the old Camry image,” Mr
Buttner said. “From today, I think we can include
style and sophistication amongst our key selling
features.”

THE OPTIONS
Model

Option

Cost

Altise

Alloy wheels, rear spoiler

$850

Altise

Front side/curtain airbags

$750

Ateva

Moonroof

$1650

Sportivo

Leather trim

$1500

Sportivo

Moonroof

$1650

Altise

Metallic paint*

$300

Ateva

Metallic paint

$300

Sportivo

Metallic paint

$300

* Metallic paint standard on Grande
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HYBRID HOPES

THE MODELS...

A HYBRID Camry is still some years away,
according to Toyota Australia chairman John
Conomos. Although buoyed by interest in
hybrids, and the availability of a Camry hybrid
in the United States, Mr Conomos believes
Toyota would need a minimum number of
30,000 a year locally to justify the cost, with
a price premium of just 10 per cent over the
base model. It looks like a Camry hybrid sold
in Australia will have to wait for the nextgeneration car, which is due in 2010/11.

Standard kit
ALTISE:

DUAL front airbags, air-conditioning
with pollen ﬁlter, reach- and heightadjustable steering wheel, steering
wheel-mounted audio controls,
map-lights, impact-sensing fuel cutoff, cruise control, power windows
and mirrors, remote central locking,
alarm, power lumbar driver’s seat
adjustment, automatic headlamps on
and MP3/WMA audio capability, 16inch steel wheels, four-speaker CD/
tuner stereo, lockable 60/40 split-fold
rear seats with remote boot release.

TRD OPTIONS

ATEVA adds:
SHIFT position indicator, front-seat
side and curtain airbags, dual-zone
automatic air-con with external
temperature gauge, 16-inch alloy
wheels, front foglights, six-speaker
audio system with six-CD in-dash
stacker, eight-way power-adjustable
driver and six-way power-adjustable
front passenger seats (including lumbar
support), rear-seat centre armrest with
two cup holders, leather-bound multifunction steering wheel, trip computer,
leather gearshift lever, leather park
brake lever, chrome pack consisting of
radiator grille surround and inside door
handles and body-coloured mudﬂaps.

DON’T bank on a TRD Camry just yet. Toyota
marketing chief David Buttner reckons a Camry
built by Toyota’s new TRD sports division is
possible but he is concerned it may be too close
to the conﬁrmed TRD Aurion in speciﬁcation
and market appeal. Toyota plans to launch a
TRD version of the HiLux ute and, GoAuto
understands, has three more options for other
TRD product, including a Corolla based on
next year’s new-generation model.

LOCAL CONTENT
THE new Camry is a global car with
interchangeable parts. Toyota Australia’s
local designers wanted to put greater design
differentiation into the car to make it more
“Australian” than the car available in other
markets, but Japan put its foot down when
Toyota Australia proposed changing the front
end to make it crisper, as well as making the
headlights bigger. Local content in the Camry
has also dropped slightly but it is still quite high
by local standards. PBR and Hella developed the
brakes and headlights in Australia.
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THE RIGHT TUNE

THE MODELS...

TOYOTA Australia’s suspension calibrations
for the Camry, which were developed for
Australian conditions, have been taken up by
Thailand and the United States. It is the ﬁrst
time the local suspension tune has been used in
a Camry built abroad. Two suspension tunes are
available locally. The Altise, Ateva and Grande
use a normal tune while the Sportivo gains a
ﬁrmer-riding, sports calibration.
The Camry sports model in the US is called
the SE, which not only uses the Australianinspired Sportivo suspension but also the
locally developed bodykit, which proved a hit
on the previous model. Middle East-bound
Camrys use the Australian suspension.

SPORTIVO adds:
SPORTS
suspension,
sports
headlights, additional body bracing,
sports mesh radiator grille, front
foglights, 17-inch alloys with Michelin
Vivacy tyres, rear ski hatch (in lieu of
60/40 split), aero kit (front bumper/
spoiler, side skirts, rear skirt, rear boot
lip spoiler), chrome exhaust diffuser,
sports front seats with electric eightway adjustment (driver) and six-way
power-adjustable front (passenger)
seats (including lumbar), black sports
seat trim, trip computer, rear-seat
centre head restraint, analogue sports
instrument cluster, six-speaker audio
with six-CD in-dash stacker, external
temperature gauge, shift position
indicator (with auto transmission),
alloy sports pedals, Sportivo metallic
front-door scuff plates, metallic paint.

F1 INFLUENCE

GRANDE adds:
LEATHER seat and door trim,
vehicle stability control (VSC),
traction
control,
satellite
navigation with Bluetooth,
steering
wheel-mounted
Bluetooth controls, rain-sensing
windscreen wipers, sunroof,
personal rear lamps, power
rear sunshade, chrome exterior
door handles and exhaust
diffuser, woodgrain ﬁnish on
door switch plates and upper
console, metallic paint.

IT MAY be a family sedan, but the sixthgeneration Camry’s aerodynamics have
beneﬁted from Toyota’s Formula One motoring
racing campaign.
Among the slippery innovations used is a
stepped underbody cover, which is designed
to help maximise downforce on the front of
the vehicle. This creates a venturi effect and
hence a low-pressure area under the front
end to increase downforce. Toyota claims the
underbody aerodynamics make an important
contribution to its lower drag coefﬁcient, which
is now down to 0.28Cd.
Apart from the underbody cover, the Camry
has also beneﬁted from a new stepped engine
undercover and fairings for the rear wheels that
direct airﬂow around the tyres and hence reduce
drag. Reﬂecting its performance orientation, the
Sportivo models gains extra rear ﬂoor and fuel
tank undercovers to also increase downforce at
the rear end of the car.

FORD PERFORMANCE VEHICLES
COMMUNICATIONS MANAGER
We have designed and produced performance vehicles for more than a decade and continually set and
exceed new benchmarks in our industry. We are currently seeking the services of a Communications
Manager to develop and implement strategies to effectively communicate our brand message across multiple
audiences. Key tasks of the role will include organizing launch activities for new models, liaison with
motoring media, development of internal communications and the production of the official FPV Owners
magazine, Blueprint. The successful candidate will possess high levels of integrity, drive and discipline. Prior
experience in an automotive communications environment or significant journalistic experience will be
desirable. Strong planning & coordination skills, strong computer skills and a good awareness of the
automotive environment are all considered essential.Applications must be received by Wednesday August 2.

Enquiries can be made to Zhana Garkinis on (03) 9300 7100.
Applications for this position, including resume, should be forwarded
John Mellor's
to the attention of Zhana Garkinis, Ford Performance Vehicles,
33 Glenbarry Rd Campbellfield, 3061 or email zgarkinis@fpv.com.au
GoAuto -news is produced by GoAuto Newsroom, Australia’s most innovative automotive publishing group
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CAMRY

THE MAKING...

Top
notch
By NEIL McDONALD

ALTHOUGH the Camry is made in ﬁve other
Toyota sites around the world, our version is
“the best”. That is not only the opinion of Toyota
Australia’s senior executive director of sales and
marketing David Buttner, but also his bosses in
Japan.
“It’s by far the best,” he said. “It’s an Australianbuilt, world’s best practice, global car built at
a plant which has the best quality reputation of
any of Toyota’s plants around the world. It’s the
equal of many cars which can be imported into
this country.”
As a global car, the Camry’s new chassis has
been designed for high levels of safety, ride,
handling, stability and low noise. However, some
Australian-speciﬁc issues with ride, handling and
noise suppression were also factored into the car’s
design and engineering. Some of those gains have
subsequently been adopted in some of the other
models sold elsewhere.
The car’s 2.4-litre VVT-i engine carries over, with
some subtle improvements for driveability and lower
running costs, while maintaining the outgoing car’s
fuel economy. There is new engine management
software, an electronic throttle that helps emissions
and response and twin counter-rotating balance
shafts that ensure smooth operation.
The 2.4-litre twin-cam multi-valve VVT-i fourcylinder engine now develops 117kW at 5700rpm
– up 5kW – and 218Nm at 4000rpm, and is mated
to a new ﬁve-speed automatic transmission with
uphill/downhill shift control and a gated shift.
Ofﬁcial combined fuel economy is 8.9L/100km
for the ﬁve-speed manual and 9.9L/100km for the
ﬁve-speed auto.
Although electronic stability control is
unavailable across the range – unlike the new VE
Commodore – the Camry now includes active
braking with intelligence (ABi) and ABS with

brake assist and electronic brake-force distribution
(EBD) on all models.
The body is also stronger, more rigid and has is
a lower centre of gravity to aid handling as well
as a larger footprint on the road compared with
its predecessor.
Anti-vibration sub-frames are used front and
rear, which, along with other sound-deadening
measures, have enabled Toyota to claim the
Camry is one of the quietest Australian-built
sedans available. The front suspension also
beneﬁts from a reinforcing cowl front panel that
enhances front-end rigidity.
The Sportivo model gains a V-shaped rear brace
behind the rear seat and underbody stabilising
braces at the back for extra rear rigidity.
The car’s on-road stance is more aggressive
than the previous model, courtesy of 30mm front
and 45mm wider front and rear tracks, as well as
a 55mm longer wheelbase.
The car’s suspension is a coil-over MacPherson
strut package up front with wide-based L-shaped
lower arms at the front and dual link struts at
the rear. It features new multi-leaf/multi-disc

THE MEASUREMENTS
 Length: 4815mm (+10mm)
 Width: 1820mm (+25mm)
 Height: 1480mm (-15mm)
 Wheelbase: 2775mm (+55mm)
 Front track: 1575mm (+ 30mm)
 Rear track: 1565mm (+45mm)
 Ground clearance: 129mm
 Boot capacity: 535 litres (Sportivo 504L)
 Towing capacity: 1200kg (braked)
 Tare Mass: 1415kg-1480kg
 Fuel tank capacity: 70 litres

linear control piston valves in the dampers and a
newly developed oil seal at the top of the damper
body. These are designed to enable the damper to
generate more linear responses, helping improve
body control, road holding and steering feel.
As beﬁts the sports model, the Sportivo gains
inbuilt rebound springs in its damper units, which
aim to provide a ﬂatter ride during cornering.

THE DETAIL
 Engine type: 2.362-litre 16-valve DOHC
inlet VVT-i four cylinder
 Location: Front
 Drive: Front-wheel
 Power: 117kW at 5700rpm
 Torque: 218Nm at 4000rpm
 Manual transmission: 5-speed
 Automatic transmission: 5-speed
 Brakes: Power-assisted four-wheel disc,
ventilated front, solid rear; 296mm
x 28mm (front) 286mm x 10mm (rear);
four-channel ABS/EBD, brake assist
standard
 Suspension: Long-travel, coil-over
with MacPherson struts and
wide-based L-shaped lower arms (front)
with dual link struts (rear);
 Sports suspension with unique spring,
damper and stabiliser bar settings,
17-inch wheels and Michelin tyres.
Internal rebound springs (Sportivo)
 Spare wheel: Full-size
 Steering type: Power-assisted
rack-and-pinion
 Turning circle: 11.8m
 Warranty: Three years/100,000km
bumper-to-bumper
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CAMRY

THE EXPORTING...

China
watch
By NEIL McDONALD

TOYOTA expects the Camry to be the backbone
of its Middle East exports, which are planned to
exceed 80,000 vehicles a year within two years.
It plans to hold fast to its existing export
programs, which also include New Zealand, but is
not actively seeking new markets.
The car’s quality, on a global scale, will also
help ensure locally produced Camrys continue well
into the future against the growing threat of China,
where the car is also being built, or even against
other markets, according to Toyota Australia’s
senior executive director of sales and marketing
David Buttner.
“Our car is the best in the world,” he said. “I
don’t see China as a threat.”
The perception within Toyota is that China
will have to concentrate on fulﬁlling the new-car
demands of its own 1.3 billion people before it can
concentrate on any viable export push into other
markets.
However, Toyota Australia has conceded that its
own Middle East exports could be pressured from
other Toyota plants globally if Altona does not
maintain its reputation as a cost-effective Camry
source.
The ﬁrst Chinese-built Camry rolled out of
Toyota’s $US475 million factory near Hong Kong

in May. The cars are sold in China from $US24,700
($A32,684).
Last year was the 10th anniversary of Toyota
Australia’s highly successful Camry export
program to the six member countries of the Gulf
Co operation Council. It exported 66,033 Camrys
last year to the Middle East, of which 85 per cent
were four-cylinder models. It has now delivered
more than 340,000 Altona-made Camrys there
since exports started.
Toyota Australia’s exports divisional manager
Scott Grant said the newcomer was being eagerly
awaited by markets in which it is a popular taxi and
ﬂeet car. “It is a paradox that oil-rich nations should
seek a four-cylinder car, but the overall value-formoney proposition is hugely appealing,” he said.
The car will be launched in the Middle East on
September 1. To ensure a smooth transition from
the old car to the new model, Toyota’s export
division worked closely with its Middle East
customers to meet local requirements.
Distributors in the region have been involved in
conﬁrmation testing of the car at Alice Springs and
Middle East engineers visited the factory. Early
issues with wind noise around the exterior mirrors
and front pillars were resolved.
Middle Eastern Camrys will use Australianspeciﬁed suspension calibrations because it was
considered a good mix for Middle East roads.
In the past, the Middle East had speciﬁed a
softer suspension more in line with the United
States, but distributors have embraced the new
car’s ride-and-handling characteristics.
“The Australian speciﬁcation delivers even
better handling and a marked improvement
also in ride,” Mr Grant said.
Toyota expects a modest rise in exports in
the last quarter of 2006 with 68,000 deliveries
this year. It anticipates a sharp ramp-up next
year as the sedan gains wider exposure.

ROBOTS, PEOPLE
BUILDING the new Camry has become more
automated. The Altona factory’s automated
body line has risen from 52 per cent for the
previous model to 72 per cent. More than 240
welding robots are employed on the global
body line, compared with 104 on the old line.
But despite more robots, Toyota has expanded
its factory workforce.

VIRTUAL ASSEMBLY LINE
TOYOTA created a “virtual assembly line” on
computer to build the Camry in order to reveal
potential production problems well before
trial build was started. According to Camry
chief engineer John Bell, this eliminated any
potential hiccups in the system. The Camry was
also the ﬁrst “non-prototype” Toyota.
It was the ﬁrst time such new technology had
been applied to a Toyota built outside Japan.
“Our ﬁrst conﬁrmation vehicles were built
with production tooling,” he said. “Our ﬁrst
Australian trial car was built on-line. Even for
the ﬁrst Australian trial vehicle the process went
so smoothly that at the end of the assembly line
we started it and drove it off the line.”

HALF A MILLION I4 SALES
TOYOTA expects to sell its 500,000th
Australian-made four-cylinder Camry on the
Aussie market some time next year.
The four-cylinder Camry has been
Australia’s dominant medium passenger motor
vehicle virtually from the time it was ﬁrst built
in Melbourne in 1987. It has averaged 23,500
sales a year since 1991. The Camry four has
been number one in the medium market for the
past 12 years.
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Lithe wire
The beautiful and
hard-charging Brera
arrives Down Under
By TIM BRITTEN

WITH its new Brera, Alfa Romeo returns to a
blend of sensational Giugiaro style and hardcharging on-road abilities not really seen since
the classic 105 coupes of the late 1960s and early
1970s.
Particularly in all-wheel drive 3.2-litre V6
form, the chunky new Alfa is an immensely
appealing sports coupe with solid performance
and supremely balanced handling. It will sit
nicely with the likes of BMW’s new 3 Series
coupe and the Audi TT, which are seen as its main
competitors.
Sounds like a big wrap for the latest from Milan?
Well it is, because the Brera fails to disappoint in
practically any way you care to look at it.
The look is low-slung and beautifully balanced,
shorter and lower than the 159 it is based on, and
lighter to give an improved power-to-weight ratio.
The all-wheel drive adds quite a few kilos though,
with the V6 weighing 1630kg compared with the
two-wheel drive four-cylinder’s 1470kg.
While the 136kW/230Nm 2.2-litre JTS fourcylinder front-drive version promises lissom
liveliness, the V6 version adds considerably
more, with the most powerful V6 Alfa has ever
had channelling its power to the tarmac via fulltime all-wheel drive.
The new, all-aluminium V6 now also makes its

JTS

JTS V6
way into the 159 model launched just two months
The fully charged Brera V6 is quick off the
ago and is, in large part, a donation from Holden’s mark, capable of reaching 100km/h in 6.9 seconds
Fishermens Bend plant right here in Australia.
and, with its combination of all-wheel drive and
But Alfa has contributed a lot, adding its own intervening electronics, immensely stable on all
cylinder heads, pistons and engine management sorts of road surfaces.
systems to extract impressive power and torque
Obviously not as big inside as the GT coupe
– as well as a beguiling exhaust note that recalls
that still sits alongside it in the showrooms, the
past Alfa V6s.
Brera, in both front-drive fourPRICING:
With direct fuel injection and
cylinder and V6 forms, is ﬁtted
variable camshaft timing for both JTS
$69,990 out to satisfy those still seeking
inlet and exhaust valves, the 24- JTS V6
$94,950 justiﬁcation of its premium
valve, 191kW 3.2-litre engine
price.
produces about the same power as Holden’s
Both Breras feature Alfa’s expansive panoramic
3.6-litre hi-po Alloytec V6 and grinds out a very
glass roof, 18-inch alloy wheels (wire spoke in
four-cylinder, seven-hole telephone-dial in V6),
commendable 322Nm of torque.
leather interior, climate-control, seven airbags
Then there’s the three-differential Q4 all-wheel
drive system, also seen on the new 159 V6 and (including a driver’s knee bag), active front head
operating full time to distribute, restraints, hill holder and rear parking sensors.
Over the four-cylinder, the V6 Brera adds
in normal circumstances,
heated, power front seats trimmed in better-quality
57 per cent of torque to the
Frau Pieno Fiore leather, electric-folding wing
rear wheels. The mechanical
self-locking Torsen centre mirrors and Xenon headlights with washers.
Alfa is not shy expressing its hopes for the
differential will, however,
Brera, saying that, along with the Spider model
direct as much as 78 per cent to
that will come towards the end of the year, it will
the back wheels, or 72 per cent
to the front if needed.
account for 175 sales in 2006 and total as much
The transmission so far is as 400 next year. In contrast, only 40 159 V6s are
limited to six-speed manual expected to be sold this year, and 150 over the full
only, the four-cylinder and
year in 2007. Automatic transmission will arrive
V6 using markedly different for the Brera – and 159 – in early 2007.
ratios to suit the speciﬁc power
For drive impressions, go to
characteristics.
www.goauto.com.au in the coming days.

We’ve got you covered… in Victoria
Horwath Motor Industry Services has a dedicated team of 12 motor industry specialist staff in Victoria.
To talk to us about how our knowledge and experience can benefit your business,
contact one of our local Directors:
Brett Fowler
Matthew Hingeley
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It's back!
VW’s awesome R32 Golf
has returned as a regular
member of the range
By Neil McDonald

WHEN Volkswagen last offered its all-wheel
drive Golf R32 V6 back in 2004, the batch of 200
vehicles was soon snapped up despite the sixthgeneration Golf V being just around the corner.
Now the 2006 R32 has become a regular part of
the Golf line-up in both three and ﬁve-door guises
and is available as either a six-speed manual or
DSG automatic.
With an entry price that is $8000 cheaper than
the previous three-door-only hatch, Volkswagen
Group Australia general manager marketing Peter
Dierks was conﬁdent the R32 would have a halo
effect over the Golf brand.
“It’s certainly more of a niche vehicle than the
GTi,” he said, adding that he did not believe the
R32 would suffer the same over-demand issues as
the turbocharged four.
Even so, with prices kicking off at $54,990
for the entry three-door six-speed manual R32, it
presents a strong case for GTi buyers looking for
more get-up-and-go.
VGA is currently ﬁlling an initial order bank of
300, with many buyers prepared to put their money
down months before even driving the cars.
Like the previous R32, the newcomer is mated
to VW’s 4Motion all-wheel drive but the latest
model uses a fast-acting electronically controlled
Haldex coupling.
The ﬁve-door is just $1500 more expensive
than the three-door.
Visually, the R32 continues the high-

for the DSG.
performance theme of the old car with twin
The engine has a narrow V-angle of 15 degrees
centre-mounted exhausts, bodykit, hip-hugging
sports seats, deep grille and bumper and a rear between the cylinder banks with an 84.0mm bore
and 95.9mm stroke. Each of the four overhead
spoiler. At the front, the aluminum grille adds a
camshafts (two for each cylinder bank) uses
point of differentiation from the standard Golfs
continuous valve timing adjustment.
(and the GTi) and the 20-spoke 18-inch Zolder
To cope with the car’s extra performance
alloy wheels also leave a distinctive impression.
Standard equipment runs to brush aluminum the brakes have been beefed up with 345mm
grille, bi-Xenon headlights, multi-function leather ventilated front and 310mm ventilated rear discs.
The suspension largely carries
sports steering wheel, six airbags,
over from the Golf but is 20mm
dual zone climate control, cruise
PRICING:
control, six-stacker in-dash CD R32 3dr
$54,990 lower and beeﬁer. That means a
stereo, aluminum/leather gear knob, R32 3dr (a) $57,290 sophisticated four-link system
aluminum pedals, programmable R32 5dr
$56,490 at the rear, while at the front
central locking, a trip computer, R32 5dr (a) $58,790 the strut axle’s performance has
been improved and stiffened. The
60/40 split-fold rear seat, ESP with
electro-mechanical steering beneﬁts from a more
traction control and ABS, brake assist, a tyrepressure monitor and sports seats with leather direct ratio.
Volkswagen believes many initial buyers
upholstery.
Options include a sunroof ($1990), will move out of the previous R32, but VGA
power driver’s seat ($890), Recaro seats managing director Jutta Dierks said there should
($3990), parking sensors ($790), satellite also be conquest buyers from BMW and Audi,
and to a lesser degree from potential customers
navigation ($2990) and walnut wood
who would have looked at a Mitsubishi Lancer
veneer ($990).
Evolution or Subaru Impreza STi.
At the heart of the R32 is a 3.2-litre
VGA expects demand to be split evenly between
V6 that develops 184kW at 6300rpm and
the three- and ﬁve-door but, as with the GTi,
320Nm from 2500rpm. This endows the car
around 70 per cent of buyers are expected to opt
with a 0-100km/h time of 6.5 seconds (6.2
for the DSG gearbox over the manual, which also
DSG) and a top speed limited to 250km/h.
Combined fuel economy is 10.8L/100km offers gearshift paddles on the steering wheel.
for the six-speed manual and 9.8L/100km
DRIVE IMPRESSIONS: CLICK HERE
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The new VDO Dayton, MS2010 Portable Navigation unit
allows full colour touch screen control with voice guidance
and the ability to play MP3’s and view JPEG photographs.
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or via email on george.stavrinou@siemens.com
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Under cutter
Base Cayman will be
$30,000 cheaper than the
S when it arrives in Oz
By MARTON PETTENDY

THE entry price of Porsche coupe ownership
will become signiﬁcantly more affordable for
the second time in nine months following this
weekend’s European release of a 2.7-litre version
of the mid-engined two-seater Cayman.
Due on sale here in September priced from
$118,000, the base Cayman will undercut the 3.4litre Cayman S introduced in Australia in January
by some $30,500 - and the cheapest 911 variant
by $77,225.
The cut-price variant of the Boxster-based
hardtop is powered by a revised version of
its convertible cousin’s 2.7-litre DOHC ﬂat
six, which (along with the 3.4-litre Cayman S
engine) will also become available in Boxster in
September.
Thanks largely to the addition of the 911 ﬂagship’s
VarioCam Plus variable valve timing system (the
2.7 already employed VarioCam valve duration
control, but now also gains the electrohydraulically
variable valve lift function signiﬁed by “Plus”),
Porsche’s smallest-capacity engine now offers
peak power of 180kW at 6500rpm (up from 176kW
at 6400rpm) and maximum torque of 273Nm at
4600rpm (up 3Nm).
Porsche says a lighter and smaller crankshaft,
pistons and gudgeon pins have been ﬁtted, along
with a higher (11.3:1) compression ratio and the
addition of a coolant duct between the two exhaust
valves to cope with the extra heat.
The result is claimed 0-100km/h acceleration of

6.1 seconds - around the same time as stated for
the base Boxster 2.7, which weighs just 5kg more
than the 1305kg Cayman. At the same time, fuel
consumption drops three points over the current
Boxster 2.7, to 9.3L/100km on the combined
average EU test cycle.
At 258km/h, the ﬁve-speed manual Cayman’s
claimed top speed also out-does the current
Boxster 2.7’s - despite having the same 0.29Cd
drag co-efﬁcient. An optional six-speed manual
transmission (unlike the standard Volkswagen-built
ﬁve-speed manual, it’s supplied by Getrag and is
available only with Porsche Active Suspension
management) realises an even higher claimed
top speed of 260km/h, but despite lower ﬁrst and
second gear ratios Porsche continues to claim a
6.1-second 0-100km/h time for the six-slotter.
The ﬁve-speed Tiptronic S auto returns claimed
top speed and 0-100 acceleration ﬁgures of 253km/
h and seven seconds respectively, and
while the six-speed manual returns
slightly higher 9.5L/100km fuel
consumption, the auto is higher again at
10.1L/100km.
In contrast, the 3.4-litre Cayman
S delivers 217kW at 6250rpm and
340Nm at 4400rpm - enough to return
claimed 0-100km/h acceleration and
top speed ﬁgures of 5.4 seconds and
275km/h respectively in (standard sixspeed) manual guise. Of course, the

base 3.6-litre 911 Carrera ($195,225) is quicker
still, completing the 100km/h sprint in a claimed
ﬁve seconds.
Cayman also has smaller wheels than Cayman
S, measuring 17-inch in diameter rather than 18.
The 2.7’s speciﬁc ﬁve double-spoke hoops are
6.5 inches wide up front and eight inches wide
at the rear, wrapped in 205/55-section (front) and
235/50-section (rear) rubber.
A 10 per cent lower rear spring rate (to
compensate for the 2.7 boxer’s lighter weight),
0.5mm smaller-diameter anti-rollbars at both
ends, and black (rather than red) eloxy-lated
monobloc two-piston callipers round out the
mechanical changes, while the only other visual
differences to Cayman S are black front bumper
extensions, a single (not twin) central exhaust
outlet and Cayman rear badging.
Full Australian speciﬁcations are yet to be
ﬁnalised, but expect Cayman to come standard
with six-way adjustable bucket seats, Porsche
Stability Management, a total of six airbags and
the same 410 litres of total luggage space as
Cayman S.
Options will include the six-speed manual with
PASM, PASM on its own, fully-powered leather
sports seats and the Sports Chromo Package
comprising a “sport” to improve engine and
automatic transmission response and to delay
stability control intervention.
DRIVE IMPRESSIONS: CLICK HERE
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VE
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All-new suspension
is the headline act in
Holden’s VE chassis

HASSIS

Control towers

By BYRON MATHIOUDAKIS

HOLDEN has released details of its “cleansheet” chassis underpinning the VE Commodore.
Dubbed “Zeta 1”, the architecture is destined for
widespread usage throughout the General Motors
global empire.
Key to Zeta 1’s international competitiveness
is a completely new front and rear suspension
Holden calls ‘Linear Control Suspension’, the fruit
of eight years’ development for the company.
Banished for good are the bones of the 1978
VB Commodore-derived strut front suspension.
In its place is a multi-link MacPherson strut-based
system incorporating a direct-acting anti-roll bar,
with a forward-mounted steering rack and dual
lower links with individual ball joints at the outer
end, creating a virtual pivot arrangement.
A more isolated ride than before is expected

John Mellor's
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thanks to the implementation of a hydraulically
damped bush, while precision handling is the
upshot of a stiffness-providing rubber spherical
joint in the front suspension’s lateral link.
“No more add-on kits from aftermarket” is how
Holden now describes the arrangement.
A negative scrub radius, short spindle length,
high castor and short mechanical trail are further
features of this set-up. Camber, castor and toe are
fully tuneable. Improvements to steering feel,
directional stability and handling are promised,
while changes to road camber and crosswinds are
now better dealt with.
For the rear suspension, Holden studied the
set-ups found in the Jaguar S-Type, Cadillac
CTS, Lexus LS and BMW E39 5 Series, and then
benchmarked the latter when creating its fourlink independent rear suspension, since the old 5
Series was deemed closest
to the Holden brand’s ride
and handling aspirations.
Engineered with coilover shock absorbers and
a decoupled anti-roll bar,
three lateral ball joints each
side of the suspension help
deliver high lateral stiffness
and good longitudinal
compliance.
To commandeer Ford
terminology, NVH (noise,
Front suspension vibration and harshness)
properties are quelled using

a rubber isolated suspension frame, while camber
and toe are adjustable.
For future VE variants requiring ﬂatter rear load
ﬂoors (read: utility and wagon-based vehicles),
the coil-over shocks are mounted to the underside
of the rear chassis rails instead of the upper wheel
arches, enabling Holden to keep all suspension
components below the ﬂoor.
Holden has devised three suspension settings for
VE – Comfort (Omega and Berlina), Sport Handling
(a 10mm ride-height drop for SV6, SS, SS V, Calais
and Calais V), and an optional Country Pack for
Omega, resulting in a 25mm ride-height rise.
A holistic approach to the suspension’s
effectiveness was undertaken from the beginning,
with each of the other chassis components
integrated with it so as to have the greatest
outcome for all of the VE’s occupants.
Moving the steering rack, with its variable ratio
gear and 15 per cent change from centre to lock,
forward of the front axle centreline (it is behind in
the VZ) greatly reduces NVH issues, as Holden
was now free to beef up the engine sump.
It also increases stiffness yet maintains a
desired lateral force toe change for a stabilising
effect as the driver turns in.
Along with an approximately 10 per cent
faster ratio on-centre compared to the old car,
the new steering system and layout aim to bring
improvements to steering connectivity, feel and
precision.
Continued next page

In today's ever changing market environment it is difficult to find the
time to work on YOUR business. Our consulting service has provided
assistance to many in the Automotive Industry in all areas of their
operations over a long period of time. Our Dealer Performance Groups
and consulting services allow YOU to focus on YOUR core business
activities, while we assist by developing strategies and identifying
opportunities to grow YOUR business. Don't delay, contact us today.

Please contact Tony Lemmo on 03 9862 3205 for more info.
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FIRST VE, THEN VZ II…
HOLDEN is set to release a series of engine,
mechanical and trim upgrades to its continuing
VZ Commodore wagon and commercial
vehicle range. GoAuto understands that
Holden may release the cars to act as a
“spoiler” to Ford’s upcoming BF Series II
facelift earmarked for an announcement over
the next few weeks. The VZ Series II changes
may include the upgraded 180kW and 195kW
High Output Alloytec V6 and Gen IV 270kW
6.0-litre V8 engines and transmissions. Expect
to see the revised VZ range by the time the
Australian International Motor Show opens in
Sydney in October.

HASSIS

Photo: Terry Martin

John Mellor's

Testing at Phillip Island
mechanisms that hampered previous Commodores,
Meanwhile, the new engine cradle is signiﬁcantly allowing for more progressive breakaway attitudes.
The brakes are bigger, quieter (an apply sensor
stiffer and stronger, aids crash protection in the
replaces two switches), offer a stiffer pedal feel,
process, helps to quell NVH paths and improves
and have a stopping distance advantage over VZ
the VE’s dynamic abilities.
German company ZF devised a lighter of ﬁve per cent. Both V6s receive 16-inch brakes
differential with a gear set featuring a larger crown (298mm x 30mm vented front rotors and 302mm x
22mm vented rear rotors), clamped by twin-piston
wheel (8.3 inches). For NVH purposes it is now
and single-piston aluminium callipers front and
double-isolated from the rear suspension frame.
A multi-plate clutch system for the limited- back respectively.
Meanwhile, V8s gain a 17-inch set-up, reading
slip differential units ousts the old cone clutch
321mm x 30mm front and 324mm x 22mm
rear, with the same hardware as the V6s.
Even the Saab 9-3-inspired integrated-park
brake has been overhauled. Now lighter, it
also easily adapts to left-hand drive.
As a result of the new chassis, Holden has
achieved an almost 50/50 front/rear weight
balance, ﬂuctuating one per cent either way
Rear suspension from unladen to three passengers onboard.
MORE ENGINEERING: CLICK HERE
Continued from previous page

FUEL ECONOMY
THE baseline VE Commodore Omega is
fractionally more economical than the outgoing
VZ Executive, despite offering a more powerful
V6 and tipping the scales at almost 100kg
more. It consumes an average of 10.9L/100km,
matching its direct Ford rival in the Falcon
XT auto and going one point better than its
predecessor, the VZ
Executive,
which
returned
Denny
Mooney
with
SS V
11.0L/100km. FULL STORY: CLICK HERE

TARGET WEIGHT
HOLDEN claims it had a target mass of around
1660/1670kg for the base Omega model. The
end result is 1690kg, versus the equivalent
VZ Commodore Executive’s 1570kg. The VE
Calais V series V8 weighs 1825kg.
“That was set early on, but pretty early on we
knew we were not going to quite get there ... we
were comfortable to move slightly away from
that target,” Holden’s director – integration and
experimental Ian Butler said.
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VES

AFETY

Reality bites
Holden claims real-world safety was its priority with VE
offering the customer a real-world beneﬁt.
By BYRON MATHIOUDAKIS
Side and curtain airbags are not ﬁtted standard
HOLDEN claims it chose the path of “real-world”
safety over scoring a ﬁve-star NCAP crash-test on the base Omega model and no VE models have
seatbelt reminder for rear seats.
result for its all-new VE Commodore.
With the latter, Holden claims that ﬁtting
Following GoAuto’s revelation last week that
rear-seatbelt
reminders to gain NCAP points
the new VE was not designed to achieve ﬁve
would divert resources from other engineering
stars under the Australian New Car Assessment
Program, GM Holden’s director – integration areas.
“The guys that are up to their armpits in safety
and experimental Ian Butler this week claimed
say that if you went single-mindedly after the
the company was focused more on “real world
NCAP outcomes, you could take compromises
performance”.
in other real-world performance,” Mr Butler
“Obviously we considered NCAP when we
said. “And we weren’t prepared to do that.
were designing, but that was not our
“If you were targeting just a design for
objective,” he said. “The car will be
the 50th percentile, you would probably
what it will be.”
end up with a different crash structure,
Mr Butler acknowledged the work
maybe a stiffer crash structure, which
NCAP had done in bringing vehicle
may then compromise the performance
safety to the forefront of people’s minds,
for smaller occupants – 50th percentile
but argued that its scoring system did
women or children.”
not tell the full story.
GM Holden crashworthiness specialist
“Where I have a problem with NCAP is
engineer Kerry Dick, whose safety credits
sometimes when they go too far in terms
Ian Butler
include work for BMW, Mini and Land
of trying to draw the distinction between a
Rover, also weighed in on the NCAP
mid-four star result and a high-four star result, and
saying that this car is better than that car because it’s debate.
“Australian and European NCAP is an offset test
got 4.8 points and this one’s worse because it’s got
(the US tests are frontal), requiring strengthening
4.6 points,” he said.
for half the front-end structure … at the possible
“When you look at the complexity of real-world
cost of over-stiffening the vehicle … which can
safety that’s a gross over-simpliﬁcation.”
cause damage to soft tissue (through the effects of
Mr Butler said he would obviously welcome a
rapid deceleration on occupants),” she said.
ﬁve-star NCAP result, but not at the expense of
real-world safety, and not at the expense of putting
FOUR-STAR CAR: CLICK HERE
in features that buys points without necessarily
VE STRUCTURE: CLICK HERE

VE WAGON DUE IN 2008
HOLDEN has hinted that the VE wagon may be
as far as two years away, even though it refuses
to publicly conﬁrm the existence of one. GM
Holden executive director of engineering Tony
Hyde told GoAuto this week that the shortand long-wheelbase sedans were the two most
important cars “from a revenue and proﬁtability
point-of-view”. “The others come in sequence
now afterward,” he said.
When asked if it would take a similar twoyear timeframe as the 1997 VT Commodore
took to the 1999 WH Statesman, he said: “Yes,
pretty close to it. We only have an engineering
department that is so big, with a budget that is
so big, and the third thing is that the company
can only generate a certain amount of capital,
and they’re all multi-million dollar programs,
so we have to space it out.”

USA IS A DISTANT SHORE
EXPORTS of the VE Commodore to North
America are also at least two years away
because further airbag testing is needed for
the VE Commodore to properly meet US
regulations. GoAuto understands that unbelted
crash-test dummy procedures have not yet been
undertaken for the VE Commodore or WM
Statesman/Caprice cars. This is a mandatory
test for all cars sold in North America. The US
5mph-bumper resistance test is another that has
yet to be completed.
Holden boss Denny Mooney revealed at the
VE’s launch that a left-hand drive Statesman and
Commodore SS were in America for an internal
GM meeting. Engineering director Tony Hyde
said: “I put a fair degree of importance on it
this time around. We are hopeful that when they
drive them, they will think about having them.
If they like a certain vehicle then there might be
a potential for that vehicle to be (exported).”

FRONT END REPAIRS
HOLDEN claims the VE Commodore may be
cheaper to repair than the VZ in some instances,
based largely on its belief that the vehicle’s new
front-end module can be removed quickly and
efﬁciently. Expected labour savings are in the
vicinity of 50 per cent. “Labour costs are about
halved,” Holden’s exterior systems manager
Emmanuel Vlontakis claimed. The module is
an all-in-one unit housing the headlights, horn,
fans module, airbag sensors, and aluminium
bumper beam, among other things, with each
item able to be removed or replaced separately.

General Manager Automotive
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C30

VOLVO LIFTS C30 LID
VOLVO has issued detailed information of its
production-ready C30 hatch ahead of the compact
three-door’s ofﬁcial public debut at the Paris
motor show in September. Differing little from
the C30 Design Concept revealed in Detroit in
January, the ﬁnalised C30 enters production late
FULL STORY: CLICK HERE
this year.
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CITROEN ADDS C2 VTS

TARGA 4 FOR XMAS

CITROEN has added a VTS version of its C2
compact car, which is priced from $23,990
– $2000 above the VTR version – and features
10kW more power from its (now 90kW at
6500rpm) 1.6-litre engine and revised gearing for
the ﬁve-speed manual gearbox.
Torque is down from 147Nm at 4000rpm to
143Nm at 3750rpm, however the increased power
packs a signiﬁcant punch from 0-100km/h, which
is down from a claimed 10.9 to 8.3 seconds. Fuel
consumption ﬁgures rise slightly from 6.3 to
6.9L/100km.
Standard features include four airbags, ABS
brakes, a trip computer, front and rear foglights
and 16-inch alloy wheels with low-proﬁle 45series rubber.

PORSCHE Cars Australia will introduce its 997series 911 Targa 4 and 4S in December, priced from
$233,600 for the base 4 and $259,900 for the S.
MORE DETAILS: CLICK HERE

GRANDIS GOES WITH VRX
MITSUBISHI Australia has released a VRX
version of its Grandis people-mover, which
is priced from $43,900 and receives a range
of cosmetic treatments – but no performance
enhancements. Among the exterior features are
17-inch wheels, unique grille, side skirts, wheel
arch ﬂares and chrome exhaust extension, while
the interior gets black leather trim, aluminium
pedals and “mesh print” switchgear.

UP CLOSE on PERSONNEL
brought to you by Motor

Staff

LIEB TO HEAD MERC USA

HAYASAKI STEPS IN

NEW BMW CHAIRMAN

THE
chief
executive ofﬁcer of
DaimlerChrysler
Australia/Pacific,
Ernst Lieb, 51, has
been
appointed
CEO of MercedesBenz USA, effective
September 1.
Mr
Lieb
will
replace Paul Halata
who has been CEO
Ernst Lieb
of Mercedes’ most
important export market since 1999. The move
comes as a surprise. Mr Halata, 55, only recently
renewed his contract and was expected to stay
until 2009.
The German-born Mr Lieb has been running
DaimlerChrysler Australia/Paciﬁc from head
ofﬁce in Mulgrave, Victoria, since 2003.
In this role he was responsible for sales and
distribution for the region for Mercedes-Benz,
Chrysler, Jeep, Dodge and DaimlerChrysler
trucks.
Mr Lieb began his career with MercedesBenz in Canada in 1985 and became CEO of
Mercedes-Benz Canada in 1995, succeeding
Mr Halata. He ran Mercedes-Benz Canada until
2003 when he was transferred to Australia.
In the US, Mr Lieb will be responsible for
marketing, sales, service, parts and accessories
for Mercedes-Benz and Maybach.

SUZUKI
Australia
has
appointed Takeshi Hayasaki
as its new managing director,
replacing Koichi Takizawa
who has returned to Suzuki
Motor Corp in Japan after ﬁve
years of service.
Mr Hayasaki has worked
for Suzuki since 1981 in
Takeshi
product planning and sales and
Hayasaki
marketing roles in Japan, North
America and Europe. For the past four years, he
has been manager of the motorcycle planning
group at Suzuki HQ in Hamamatsu, Japan.

BMW AG has appointed
Norbert
Reithofer
as
its incoming chairman,
replacing Helmut Panke
from September 1, 2006.
Dr Reithofer currently
serves
on
BMW’s
board
of
management
Norbert
with
responsibility
for
Reithofer
production.
He is a former head of the BMW’s Rosslyn
plant in South Africa and Spartanburg plant
in the US, and has worked for the German
manufacturer since 1987.
The top production job will go to FrankPeter Arndt, who is currently head of BMW’s
Dingolﬁng plant in Germany.
In addition, BMW’s supervisory board has
appointed Klaus Draeger to the company’s
management board with responsibility for
research, development and purchasing, replacing
Burkhard Göschel from November 1. Dr
Draeger is currently director of the development
department with responsibility for BMW’s large
cars (5, 6 and 7 Series).
Helmut Panke has been with the BMW Group
for 24 years, the last 10 of those as a member of
the management board. He was elected chairman
of the board of management in May 2002 – and
will continue to have links with the company
after Dr Reithofer takes the helm.
His contract expires in May 2007.

MITSU RALLIART BOSS
MITSUBISHI Motors Australia
has named Richard Emery as
its motorsport manager and
project manager responsible for
its relationship with associate
company Ralliart. Mr Emery
has worked for Mitsubishi
Australia since 2002, most
recently as regional manager
for South Australia and the NT
– a position he retains.

Richard
Emery

If you have any car industry personnel
announcements, please email them to
Terry Martin at tmartin@mellor.net.
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GoAuto latest road test

Mitsubishi 380 GT sedan
GT is perhaps an ambitious title for a car that uses the same powertrain as even the most
lowly member of the family, but Mitsubishi’s top-level 380 proves to be a sharp, quick and
comfortably spacious sports sedan that is on the way to bridging the gap to European
dynamics. With recent price adjustments the GT is also excellent value, with
just about everything bar satellite navigation standard equipment. The
interior is spacious, comfortable and replete with quality touches.You won’t
ﬁnd a better locally built family sedan. The disappointments, considering
this is an all-new car, are that the 380 does not (yet) offer electronic stability
control at any level, nor is there any mention of side curtain airbags.
ROAD TEST: CLICK HERE

3 SERIES COUPE PRICING
BMW’S 3 Series coupe will be priced from $69,900
when the range goes on sale in the ﬁnal quarter
of this year. In a staggered rollout, the mid-range
325i and range-topping (twin-turbo) 335i will be
introduced in October, priced from $81,500 for the
former and $108,500 for the latter.
Both are ﬁtted with a six-speed manual gearbox
as standard, with automatic transmission adding
$2600. The baseline 323i will arrive in December,
priced from $69,900 for the manual and $72,500 for
the auto.
MORE DETAILS: CLICK HERE

NEW MERC ML MODELS
MERCEDES-BENZ has announced two new
variants to bookend the M-class 4WD range from
October. Representing a new entry-level price
point for the vehicle, the ML280 CDI is priced
from $77,900 and uses a 140kW/440Nm turbodiesel V6 claimed to return combined average
fuel consumption of 9.4L/100km. At the other end
of the scale, AMG’s ballistic new ML63 has also
been conﬁrmed for an October release, priced from
$159,900.
MORE DETAILS: CLICK HERE

COLT GETS A MANUAL
MITSUBISHI has broadened the appeal of its Colt
light hatchback with the introduction of a manual
transmission across the range.
Crucially, the new ﬁve-speed manual has enabled
the Japanese marque to lower its baseline price to
$15,990. The CVT automatic option continues,
adding $1500 for the ES and LS models and $2000
for the VRX. Standard features include a 1.5-litre
engine, dual airbags, ABS, air-conditioning, power
windows/mirrors and a CD stereo.
MORE DETAILS: CLICK HERE

Launch Pad
brought to you by

JULY:
Alfa Romeo Brera coupe
Audi A4 3.0 TDI
Audi A8 4.2 TDI
Jaguar XK coupe and convertible
Holden VE Commodore sedan
Mazda3 sedan/hatch
Mazda3 MPS hatch
Mitsubishi Ralliart Colt hatch
Toyota Camry sedan
Volkswagen Golf R32

Jaguar XK

Mazda3
MPS

New model diary: CLICK HERE

KIA ED EMERGES
KIA has released images of its new Corolla-sized
hatchback – the so-called ED – ahead of a world
debut at the Paris motor show in September. Based
on the Cee’d concept car is 4200mm long, rests on a
2650mm wheelbase and, according to Kia, has classleading interior room. Engines for the car include a
1.4-, 1.6 and 2.0-litre petrol and an all-new 1.6-litre
turbo-diesel. MORE DETAILS: CLICK HERE

CAMPUS LIFE FOR CLIO
RENAULT Australia has cut its ageing Clio range
to a single model: Campus, priced from $18,990.
Based on the previous Authentique model, the 72kW
1.4-litre Campus will hold the fort for the small car
until the Clio III arrives in the ﬁrst quarter of 2007.
Standard items include air-conditioning, remote
central locking, electric front windows, electric
mirrors and a six-speaker CD stereo. Auto adds
$2500.
MORE DETAILS: CLICK HERE

CAPARO T1: OTT
NOBODY goes quite so over the top as the British
when it comes to no-holds-barred performance
concepts. The fully-exposed, Clubman-style Ariel
Atom is one recent example but even that looks
tame compared with the latest, thinly-disguised F1
racer for the road, the awkwardly-named Caparo
T1. This ridiculous example of performance car
overkill carries two people in two rows and is said
to generate so much downforce that, at 240km/h, it
could be driven upside down in a tunnel.
MORE DETAILS: CLICK HERE

NEW 407 FLAGSHIP

PEUGEOT has released a new ﬂagship for its
407 sedan and wagon range dubbed the 407 SV
HDi, priced from $61,990. Powered by the same
150kW/440Nm 2.7-litre twin-turbo diesel V6 that
recently debuted in the new $72,500 407 Coupe, the
sedan and wagon versions each represent a $6000
premium over the 3.0-litre petrol V6-powered 407
SV model variants. The Touring is priced from
$64,990. MORE DETAILS: CLICK HERE

599 GTB FIORANO HERE
FERRARI’S new range-topper is now ofﬁcially
on sale in Australia, following the announcement
of pricing for the all-new 599 GTB Fiorano – the
ﬁrst example of which is due to arrive in time for
October’s Australian International Motor Show in
Sydney.
MORE DETAILS: CLICK HERE
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